
Foundation

Identify / give examples / basic / 

outline / identify / 

communication of ideas / can 

communicate with other 

performers / apply performance 

skills and techniques.

Developing

Describe / relevant examples 

/ clear / Appropriate / 

competent / Describe / use 

examples / Appropriate delivery 

and communication / 

Appropriate application of 

performance skills and 

techniques.

Good

Explain / variety / appropriate / 

clarity / Effective / appropriate 

/ creative / Discuss / justify / use 

clear and concise examples / 

Effective delivery and 

communication / competent 

ability / Effective application of 

performance skills and 

techniques. 

Exceptional 

Analyse / careful / clear / well 

considered / discussed / specific 

/ Disciplined / organised / 

Considered / assured / Assess / 

considered examples / explain 

/ use considered examples / 

Confident delivery and 

communication / assured ability 

to communicate / Fluent 

application of performance skills 

and techniques. 

Vocabulary
facial expressions / 

practitioner / genre / 

style / characterisation 

/ chorus / dynamic / 

exploration / 

technique / intensity / 

tempo / purpose / 

motif / unison / canon 

/ movement memory / 

precision / isolation / 

mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm / 

speed / direction / 

travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental / 

level / direction / 

stillness / elevation

Thinking Questions 
• What skills do I need to use today?

• Have I included a range of 

subject specific terminology?

• Have I proof read my work 

and checked my SPaG?

• Is my effort allowing me to meet 

my target?

• Am I working to the best of 

my ability?

• What do I need to do next to 

allow me to keep improving?

Topic

Core skills
Confidence, Creativity, 

Leadership, Organisation, 

Resilience, Initiative, 

Communication 

• What do I need the teacher 

to know so that they can 

best help me next

lesson?

Rights
12 – Respect your views 

and the views of others / 28 

– Right to education / 29 –
Education should develop 

your skills and 

talents 

Assessment
You will take part in several peer and self 

assessment tasks over the project, as well as receiving 

feedback from your teacher.

Your BIG assessment this term will be focused on 

a written analysis of a piece of professional 

repertoire from either a Dance performance or a 

Drama performance.

PA

Year 9

WRITING ABOUT 

DANCE

Term 2.1
A good analysis ...

Will have a clear understanding 

of the purpose of the piece and 

the message or meaning it is trying 

to communicate to the audience. 

It will include key terminology 

and will give the reader a sense 

that you understand the topic.

WRITING ABOUT DANCE
You will be studying a piece of dance in depth and then writing 

up about your feelings, findings and practical exploration of that 

piece of professional repertoire.

Performance roles e.g. actor / dancer / singer/ puppeteer, etc & Non-performance roles e.g: choreographer /set designer / director / 

writer etc. Responsibilities: rehearsing /performing /contributing to the creation and development of performance material, e.g.

devising, designing, choreographing, directing, writing / refining performance material / managing self and others. Skills: physical, vocal and 

music skills, managing and directing skills, communication skills used to liaise, direct and perform, creative skills, such as designing set, 

costume, lighting or sound, writing scripts and composing songs, organisational skills used to put on a performance by a director or 

choreographer.

We will be specifically looking at-



Homework Tasks
Task 1

Create an information booklet 

on the STYLE/GENRE of 

the professional repertoire. You 

should aim to make it informative 

but in a way that people your age 

would be able to understand. You 

should cover—Who came up with it 

/ The history / Important things 

it influenced or was influenced by 

/ Key plays or texts in this style / 

key techniques / other information. 

It must be colour and include 

a bibliography at the end 

which includes at least 10 sources.

Task 2
There is a job opportunity for a 

dancer to join this piece of 

professional repertoire. You need 

to write a 'letter of application' 

which explains why you are 

interested in the job, what you 

know about the piece, and what 

skills you have for the job. (approx. 

250-400 words) You also need to 

send in an 'Audition tape'. This 

should be about 2 minutes and 

show you doing two different styles 

of dance.

Task 3
Watch Matthew Bourne's Swan 

Lake Final Scene on Youtube -

https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=13_D0djH3jc. It is just over 

13 minutes long. Then answer 

the following question based on 

what you have seen—Analyse 

and evaluate how the set 

has been used to communicate 

meaning to the audience. Think 

about—the style of the production 

/ how the set is used / what each 

part of the set might represent / 

How meaning is created / your 

response as an audience member. 

You should spend at least an hour 

answering this question.

Task 4
Compare the techniques used to 

create a piece this piece of 

repertoire to one other that you 

have studied. You can add 

a pictures to your text. The written 

should not exceed 800 words

 The reason they 

were created – What was the 

purpose and creative 

intentions?

 How did they differ?

 Setting, costume, lighting and 

music- How does this reflect 

the style? How do they affect 

the overall production’s 
meaning?

 Dance techniques used – how 

does the style differ or do they 

have some similarities?

 Review the strengths of each 

style, their success in the 

theatre overall. What audience 

do they appeal to and 

why? Which did you enjoy the 

most?

Task 5
Case study – pick

a dancer and research their life –
the route they took,

the dance/theatre they have

performed in, what is the day to

day life of a dancer?

What questions would you like to

ask them? List these down.

Extension work
Create a glossary of Dance terms that includes 50 

or more key dance words that you would like to 

use more in your writing. Find the definitions for 

each of these terms and write them out in your 

own words in your books, at the back. This way 

you can turn to them in lessons and start adding 

them in to your written work in lessons. The 

more you use them, the more you will 

understand them.
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